
Drill Definition

Bowling This drill teaches girls how to scoop ground balls while on the run. As the
coach, stand between two lines of players. Blow your whistle and roll a ball
out ahead. The first girl in each line races out to try and gain possession of
the ball. The girl who scoops it then breaks to the goal for a shot, while the
other girl plays defense. For a different variation, you can stand opposite
the lines and roll the ball toward the two players.

Egg Toss Partner kids up to catch and throw a lacrosse ball. Have them take a step
back at each turn so they get further and further apart. Last team to avoid
dropping the “egg” wins.

Grid Freeze
Tag

This drill will reinforce the basic skills of holding the stick and running
properly
with it.
What you need – Set up an area of about 30-yards by 30-yards with 8 to 10
players, and one ‘defender’. Each player should be carrying their stick, but
there
are no balls in this drill.
How this drill works – This is really just a simple game of lacrosse tag. You
put
the offensive players in the middle with the defensive player (or players)
and it
becomes a game of tag. Players must stay inside the square area.
The players must hold their sticks properly, and carry them around using
proper
technique when they are running around. Two hands need to be on the
stick
(they will learn the one-hand form later), when running. Coaches should
‘freeze’
players that are not using the proper technique.
The desire of this drill is to teach players to use their stick properly, and to
be
able to change direction while staying in control.

Monkey in the
Middle

This is a fun drill to teach kids how to snag opponent passes (great for
defenders). Have the defender stand in the middle of two players and try to
intercept their passes to one another.

Musical Chairs Have the kids lie in a circle. Then place lacrosse balls in the middle of the
circle… but one or two fewer balls than the number of kids. On the blow of
the whistle, the kids will jump up to try and win a groundball. Each time,
another “musical chair” (ball) is removed until two kids are facing off for the



remaining lacrosse ball. This is another fun lacrosse drill but it also teaches
kids how to win groundballs and to protect the ball.

Obstacle
Course

Divide kids into teams and have them complete an obstacle course where
they need to scoop a ground ball, cradle, make a successful pass and
shoot on net

Quick Stick Stand behind the net with a supply of balls, and position the players in one
line at the top of the arc. On the whistle, the first player in line sprints
towards the goal while you lob a ball high in the air. The player must catch
the pass and whip the ball on goal as quickly as possible. There should be
no cradling or hesitation. You can even set targets in goal for an added
challenge.

Relay Race Divide your kids into teams. Then split each team in half and have each half
line up at two different points on the field (i.e. goal line extended and the
midfield line). The teams will compete by racing against each other while
cradling a lacrosse ball. They must pass off the lacrosse ball to each
member of the team (or drop the ball on the ground in front of their
teammates if they are very young and have a hard time catching).

Sharks and
Minnows

Line everyone up at the midfield line and have them race to the end line
while the coaches try to knock the ball out of their stick. Keep going back
and forth between the midfield line and end line until there is only one
winner. Teaches kids (in a fun way) to protect the ball with good cradling
skills.

Steal the Bacon Divide the kids into two teams and line up the players on two sides of the
field. Assign each person on the two lines with a number (i.e. 1,2,3,4, etc.).
Stand in the middle of the two lines and drop a ground ball. Then shout out
a number. The two kids assigned with that number will rush out to win the
ground ball and try to return the ball to their team’s side of the field. Award
points to each team when one of their players brings the ball back to their
team.

Ultimate
Lacrosse

two teams lined up at opposite ends of field. Teams must move ball up the
field without dropping it and score on goal at opposite end. First team with 3
goals wins.



Fireball Fireball is an excellent drill for players to improve teamwork and all other
fundamental skills.

What You Need:

Two groups of players
One ball
One goal
Rules:

Split players into two groups.
Then split each group into two lines on each wing of the field.
The coach stands outside the restraining line.
The coach calls out 1, 2 or 3 for the number of players from each line to
come out.
On the whistle, the coach rolls out a ground ball for anyone to grab.
The team that wins becomes offense.
The other side matches up on defense.
Both sides scrimmages on half field until a goal or a defensive clear.
If you notice your players’ interest begin to fade, coaches can change the
tone of practice by mixing in one of these four “fun”damental lacrosse skills
drills.

Triangle Drill Girls stand in a triangle with lines behind each point. A passes to B, who
has run towards A in anticipation of the catch, B turns and runs to Girl C to
pass while Girl A runs to the end of the line at cone B. Once Girl B passes
to Girl C, girl B runs to end of line at cone C and so forth. Go clockwise,
sticks in left hand. Go counter-clockwise, sticks in right hand.

Tic-Tac-Toss Set up a tic-tac-toe "board" on the field with cones. 2 teams. Girl from Team
1 stands in square they want to win. Coachh tosses a ball to her and if she
catches it Team 1 wins that square. Team 2 then goes next. If Team 1 does
not catch the ball, the square remains open.

Butt to Butt drill Players start butt-to-butt with ball between them. On the whistle the players
turn and attempt to gain possession of the ground ball.

4-cone shooting
drill:

Set up four cones around 8m arc. Players line up and cut to cone coach
calls out, takes a feeder pass from coach and shoots on goal.

Ball-Help-In Players learn Ball-Help-In positions. Position girls and coach plays offense
while girls practice calling out their positions (ball-help-or-in) and
understanding the job of that position.



Lacrosse Golf Place a garbage can or bucket on the far side of the field. Have the children
try to score a hole in one (without any bounces). A fun lacrosse drill but it
also helps to teach accuracy for long clears.

Mis-guided
passes

Coach throws bad passes and girls have to learn to reach and move body
to catch bad passes.

Goalie-clears Have the coach or goalie practice throwing long throws and girls practice
catching long passes.


